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I. Introduction

Multiple obligations exist under international law for States to protect human rights and restore or establish peace and stability in the aftermath of mass violence. International standards, jurisprudence and doctrine formally obligate states to investigate, prosecute, sanction and remedy gross human rights violations, serious violations of humanitarian law or international crimes. However, at the same time, international law also recognises the capacity of states to implement amnesties in order to fulfil their duty of bringing an end to political violence with the aim of consolidating sustainable peace. Specifically, with this in mind, international humanitarian law consecrates the capacity of the state “to grant the broadest possible amnesty to persons who have participated in the armed conflict, or those deprived of their liberty for reasons related to the armed conflict, whether they are interned or detained.” Consequently, the interpretation and implementation of this provision in practice is a complex task. At times, it may appear contradictory to victims’ right to truth, justice and reparation, as states and international actors have to balance the demands of victims and the public interest in ending hostilities with armed actors, reconciliation and reintegration. How do states craft the conditions for sustainable peace that, at once, guarantee the rights of victims, whilst at the same time allowing amnesties for perpetrators of political violence? This is the puzzle that this report explores, with reference to the broader literature on transitional justice and, specifically, the case of post-conflict/post-genocide in Guatemala.

Despite the apparent absolutes in international law, States, victims and international actors have increasingly developed creative means through which to resolve the tension between the duty to investigate, prosecute and sanction perpetrators and to remedy victims’ harm on the one hand, and their political will and public interest in ending hostilities with armed groups and implementing this provision in practice is a complex task. At times, it may appear contradictory to victims’ right to truth, justice and reparation, as states and international actors have to balance the demands of victims and the public interest in ending hostilities with armed actors, reconciliation and reintegration. How do states craft the conditions for sustainable peace that, at once, guarantee the rights of victims, whilst at the same time allowing amnesties for perpetrators of political violence? This is the puzzle that this report explores, with reference to the broader literature on transitional justice and, specifically, the case of post-conflict/post-genocide in Guatemala.

The report is laid out in the following sections. First, we analyse the transitional justice mechanisms derived from the Peace Agreement, presenting a detailed examination of the Commission for Historical Clarification (CEH), the legal process of return, resettlement and reintegration of victims of forced displacement, the National Reparation Programme (PNR) and the provision for amnesty in the transition towards peace. Second, we explore the lack of justice
for victims of the armed conflict and genocide and explore the tension between victims' rights and amnesties. Third, we identify the elements that were not discussed during the Guatemalan Peace Negotiations in terms of the debate pertaining to justice versus peace. The last section will consider the feasibility of offenders' contributions to the criminal justice system in order to guarantee victims' rights. As mentioned, the article sets out an innovative proposal to overcome the stalemate in the search for guaranteeing and satisfying victims' rights, and persistent and embedded impunity in cases of grave human rights violations perpetrated during the armed conflict. In the absence of an open debate for the adoption of a transitional justice system, and far from a climate of trust within the parties, namely, victims, human rights lawyers, government representatives and perpetrators, Guatemalan judicial officials would contribute to providing justice in concrete cases by implementing measures of reduction of penal sanctions in exchange for effective contribution to victims' rights in the framework of the current domestic Guatemalan criminal law. Such a proposal is indeed innovative, and has not been attempted in the Guatemalan case, although has indeed been key to other contexts of transition elsewhere.

A. Methodology

This article adopted a qualitative analysis for the methodological development of the research. This research has sought to provide a detailed analysis of the information collected, in order to produce a clear, insightful, and original proposal about the imperious necessity to rethink the implementation of transitional justice mechanisms in Guatemala, in particular, amnesties, and how, if at all, this provision may be employed in order to develop an opportunity to contribute to ensuring victims' rights. The analysis and the final proposal of this report is based upon a series of in-depth interviews with 10 very well-recognised national and international lawyers acting for victims of human rights violations in Guatemala. The interviews were coded and their names were not mentioned at the request of the interviews. Interviews explored the level of satisfaction of victims' rights since the signing of the peace agreements in 1996, the response of the state to victims' and perpetrators' demands, the perspective of victims with respect to their claims, and the possibility for strategic mechanisms through which to guarantee victims' demands. In the end, a collective proposal that emerged out of the interviews and dialogue with those lawyers was the possibility of the development of measures of effective reduction of penal sanctions (for perpetrators) in exchange for their effective contribution to victims' rights within the framework of current domestic Guatemalan criminal law. In this regard, interviewees presented their juridical opinion on three specific aspects of the proposal: its legal viability; its relevance for groups of victims; and the possibility of the proposal (of reduction of sanction) being accepted by perpetrators and implemented by judges. Beyond the interviews, the report draws upon the in-depth research and knowledge of the authors on Guatemala and Latin America. Lina Malagón is a human rights lawyer and academic who has worked as a practitioner for two decades in the spheres of human rights and transitional justice, and Roddy Brett is an academic and practitioner who has worked in Latin America since 1992.

II. Guatemala: context

Guatemala experienced a brutal armed conflict between 1960 and 1996, shaped by a series of complex and mutually reinforcing factors, manifest through a combination of ideological, ethnic and socio-economic drivers reinforced by and framed within historical conditions of social and political exclusion, systemic institutional weakness and severe societal cleavage and division, in particular along racial lines. The conflict was waged as guerrilla insurgencies – united through the Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca (National Guatemalan Revolutionary Unity, URNG) – mobilised against the lack of access to formal political channels, economic exclusion and horizontal inequalities, in particular, lack of access to and control of land.

The country's brutal armed conflict was sustained by a bias in the control of economic and political resources by a racist, non-indigenous, Spanish-descended oligarchy. Within this context, the conflict culminated in a genocide carried out by the state against the indigenous Mayan peoples in the early 1980s. The genocide was perpetrated by the Guatemalan state within its counterinsurgency strategy against the country's indigenous communities, as the military focused their wrath against the URNG's perceived social base, principally in rural areas of Guatemala. According to the Historical Clarification Commission – Guatemala's UN-sponsored truth commission – acts of genocide were perpetrated in four regions of the country. The genocide involved egregious human rights violations, ultimately achieving its objective of decimating the guerrilla and its social base, which brought the guerrilla's strategic defeat by the mid-1980s. Significantly, decades later, in 2013, a Guatemalan court convicted former de facto President General Efraín Ríos Montt of genocide and crimes against humanity. Montt was sentenced to eighty years, although spent only ten days in prison before the Constitutional Court overturned the ruling.

Between 1990 and 1996, peace negotiations were carried out between successive Guatemalan governments and the URNG, finally bringing an end to Guatemala's protracted internal armed conflict. During the negotiations, the parties signed seventeen peace accords. The agreements were, on paper, both progressive and innovative, contemplating a series of mechanisms, including the demobilisation of the URNG, the dismantling of the paramilitary Civil Self-Defence Patrols and army units accused of gross human rights violations, the creation of a new civilian police force, and broad reforms to the armed forces. The final agreement crafted four important mechanisms with significant relevance for victims' rights and transitional justice mechanisms: i. the Commission for Historical Clarification (CEH) (or truth commission); ii. a legal process of return, resettlement and reincorporation of victims of forced displacement; iii. the National Reparations Programme (PNR); and iv. provisions for amnesty in the transition towards peace. This report focuses upon these four measures with a view to understanding the transitional processes and the extent to which they have been implemented.
justice process implemented in Guatemala, in order to analyse the obstacles faced in the aftermath of Guatemala’s armed conflict and genocide and to comprehend those challenges that the country continues to face. Specifically, the report presents an analysis of the synergies and tensions between reparations and armistices, framed within the discussion pertaining to the interrelationship between truth, justice, reparations and guarantees of non-recurrence, and broader structural reform in the Guatemalan post-conflict era. The report explores this tension, investigating how those responsible for gross violations of human rights and serious violations of international humanitarian law or international crimes should or may be held accountable, whilst different transitional justice mechanisms are adopted to guarantee victims’ rights and the promotion of peace and stability.

A. Mechanisms of Transitional Justice derived from the Peace Agreement

During the peace process, 17 peace agreements were signed with the aim of addressing the causes and consequences of the armed conflict, including substantive and operative themes. Nine of the agreements addressed crucial aspects on victims and vulnerable communities. In March 1994, the Global Agreement on Human Rights was signed as an immediate response to the critical situation faced by thousands of young people who had been recruited by the Guatemalan army, civilian self-defence patrols and the URNG and to the systematic violation of human rights during the internal armed conflict. Moreover, the Guatemalan state committed to dismantling its clandestine security apparatuses (CIACS). The United Nations Mission for the promotion of peace and stability.

The Final Accord for a Firm and Lasting Peace set up the basis for the adoption of transitional justice mechanisms in Guatemala and would be the starting point for the beginning of the transition to the post-conflict era. However, the constitutional reforms necessary to give legal weight to the provisions of the agreements were rejected in a plebiscite in May 1999, precipitating a major setback to the process of post-conflict reconstruction. Nevertheless elements of the transition went ahead.

1. Commission for Historical Clarification (CEH)

The CEH would formulate specific recommendations for furthering Guatemala’s transition to peace and it would publish a final report based on commission investigations regarding the events of the armed conflict. The final report integrated a comprehensive assessment of the deeply rooted historical injustices, weaknesses in national institutions and specific recommendations for preserving the memory of victims and strengthening rights and democratic protections.

The mandate of the CEH limited the investigations, publication and recommendation of the commission; in particular, its final report was prohibited from individualising responsibility and would not have juridical effect. This characteristic of the truth commission was a fundamental factor in facilitating the CEH’s approval by the state and military, due to the latter’s involvement in acts of violence and their accompanying fear of criminal penalties. The CEH made a decisive contribution to historical clarification and serving victims’ rights to truth and memory, whilst it facilitated the work of the commissioners in their truth-telling endeavour. At the same time, the CEH evidenced the dimension of state responsibility for the political violence during the armed conflict, in particular for perpetrating acts of genocide against the Mayan people. In practice, the limitations to the truth recovery process in specific human rights cases precipitated the promotion of legal cases against particular perpetrators, such as the former dictator Jose Efrain Rios Montt.

Human rights activists and civil society organisations were not convinced of the length and mandate of the CEH, given that it was only initially for six months, did not individualise responsibility, could not be used as evidence in legal cases and that its most sensitive information would be embargoed until 2049 (fifty years after the launch of the CEH’s final report). However, the mandate of the CEH was extended for a further 12 months, and the CEH in general, and the Commissioners, in particular, gradually generated a sense of ownership with respect to the perception of civil society organisations over the truth-seeking process.

Beyond the CEH, an informal truth recovery commission was established by the Human Rights Office of the Archdiocese of the Catholic Church, entitled the Recuperation of Historical Memory Project (or REMHI). This project was implemented for a two-year period, and eventually published its four-volume final report, Guatemala: Never Again, in 1998. The report’s findings were similar to those of the CEH that would come the following year. In both cases, the military was found responsible for the majority of the killings (93%) and held responsible for egregious violence. In the days following the launch of the REMHI report, its president, Bishop Juan José


Some of the relevant accords included those to protect and promote the identity and rights of indigenous people, the resolution of agrarian problems and rural development, institutional reform of the state and electoral regimen, the Historical Clarification Commission and the definitive ceasefire.


11 Signed 29 December 1996.

Gerardi, was brutally murdered. Three former military officials were subsequently found guilty of his murder.  

The killing of Bishop Gerardi sent an unequivocal message: the military would take no responsibility for its actions during the armed conflict. Such a message was reinforced the following year, when then president, Alvaro Arzu, refused to accept publicly the final CEH report in its official launch. The struggle against state denial of human rights violations has been a key challenge faced by victims in Guatemala, which is clearly demonstrated with the rejection of the findings of both independent truth commissions and ongoing impunity for human rights violations perpetrated during the conflict.

2. Legal process of return, resettlement and reintegrations of victims of forced displacement

During the armed conflict, it is estimated that 1.5 million people were internally displaced, and more than 150,000 Guatemalans fled to Mexico, where some 45,000 were accorded status as refugees by the UNHCR. The Agreement on the Resettlement of the Population Groups Uprooted by the Armed Conflict ("Resettlement Agreement") recognised "the national, traumatic dimensions of the uprooting that occurred during the armed conflict (...) which caused violations of human rights and great suffering in the communities which were forced to abandon their homes and ways of life, and in the populations that remained in those areas." The Accord provided commitments that applied to the return and resettlement for refugees, returnees, internally displaced persons and popular resistance groups. The Agreement pursued the reincorporation of those groups which had been socially, economically and politically marginalised, particularly taking measures to fight against poverty and extreme poverty amongst these people and communities.

No law has since been passed to comply with the mandates of the Resettlement Agreement; rather it has been implemented through operative procedures. Thus, the parties created a Technical Committee made up of two government representatives, two from the displaced population, and two representatives with consultative status from donors and cooperating entities. The State committed itself to promoting the return of land to the original holders or the State had handed over very little land, in particular in impoverished places, and had not provided the appropriate technical, legal and credit support.

Subsequently, in 2016, three important networks of victims, with the support of the Human Rights Ombudsman and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, elaborated a report on the Impact of Peace Agreements for the Victims of the Internal Armed Conflict. In this report, the organisations detailed the limited support that the State had offered for resettlement and return of internally displaced populations, the low budget allocation during the decades when implementation of the Agreement was supposed to take place, and how the State had handed over very little land, in particular in impoverished places, and had not provided the appropriate technical, legal and credit support.

3. National Reparation Programme (PNR)

The right of reparation was included in the Global Agreement on Human Rights and the CEH report recommended that the State create a policy of redress for victims and their families with the aim of dignifying them, ensuring non-repetition, and respecting national and international human rights standards. As in the case of the procedure to assist and resettle displaced peoples and communities, no law was created to ensure the fulfilment of the commitments of integral reparation for victims. For years, human rights and victim organisations demanded the adoption of a comprehensive reparation policy. In 2000 these groups created the Multi-Institutional Instance for Peace and Concord to demand a formal response from the State. After the constant pressure exerted by this network, in 2003 a National Reparation Programme (PNR)
was created in Guatemala by the 258-2003 Governmental Agreement of the President of the Republic, and in 2013, its validity was extended for a further 10 years.  

The PNR aimed at repairing individual and collective civilian victims of human rights violations and crimes against humanity committed during the internal armed conflict. The programme includes five concrete measures: material restitution; economic compensation; psychosocial support and rehabilitation; dignification of victims; and cultural restitution measures. Taking into account some of the unfulfilled provisions of the Peace Accords and the most sensitive and recurrent demands of the victims, the Governmental Agreement in 2013 added that dignification of victims would be satisfied through actions to support exhumations and burials and measures pertaining to truth and memory; material restitution would integrate the restitution of land, housing, legal certainty of land property and productive investment projects.

The PNR policy made an explicit criterion of prioritisation in its implementation. Individual beneficiaries would be considered, according to the severity of the violations, their socioeconomic status and their social vulnerability, with special attention to widows, orphans, the disabled or elderly people, and minors. In the case of collective beneficiaries, the factors through which prioritisation was framed were the severity of violations, socioeconomic status and vulnerability of communities, organised groups of victims and indigenous peoples. However, many victims, in particular prioritised ones, have found it difficult to comply with the three formal requirements established in the policy: i. to present identity documents; ii. to present birth or death certificates of all victims involved in the case; and iii. to present testimony of the violations suffered during the armed conflict. Diverse practical challenges shaped individual and collective obstacles to permit access to the programme, such as the historical state deficit with regard to the registration of citizens and lands, forced displacement that provoked the loss of victims’ identification and legal certificates of properties, the destruction of public records during the war. Moreover, those that lived in remote zones, and were illiterate also found it difficult to comply with the necessary requirements to access the programme.

As a result of this policy, the PNR has only compensated approx. 32,802 victims out of a total of 200,000 dead and disappeared, and 1.5 million displaced people. Moreover, at no point in its operation, have any convicted individuals from the military had any assets removed from them to be transferred to the PNR. The future of this programme is far from secure. According to a comprehensive study on the reparations policy for victims in Guatemala, during the pro-military governments of President Otto Pérez Molina (2012-2015) and Jimmy Morales (2016-2019), the PNR has faced progressive weakening due to low budget allocations and constant changes in the authorities and technical personnel in charge of implementing the programme. As a result, the majority of the victims of the armed conflict and genocide remain without redress decades after suffering their violations, which speaks to broader obstinacy in ending impunity and remediying their harm.

4. Provision of amnesties in the transition towards peace

During the peace process, alternative mechanisms of justice were adopted and subsequently implemented after the signing of the agreement in 1996 with the support of MINUGUA. The Agreement on Strengthening Civilian Power and the Role of the Armed Forces in a Democratic Society and the Agreement on the Basis for Legal Integration of the URNG implied the demobilisation of the URNG, the dismantling of Civil Self-Defence patrols, the creation of a new civilian police force, and reforms of the armed forces. The Agreement on the Basis for Legal Integration of the URNG established Congress would approve a National Reconciliation Law, with a view to promoting national reconciliation and without neglecting the obligation to combat impunity. This norm would contain a clause allowing URNG members to be integrated into legal life through declaring the extinction of criminal liability for political crimes; related crimes common to the commission of said political crimes and which could not be shown to have been driven by personal motives; and common crimes perpetrated with the aim of preventing, thwarting, suppressing or punishing the commission of political crimes during the internal armed conflict up to the date on which the Law entered into force. The Agreement was emphatic in terms of the fact that amnesty would not extend to crimes which, under internal or international laws ratified or signed by the Guatemalan state, were imprescriptible or were not subject to an extinction of criminal liability. Despite the fact that the Agreement referred to the integration of the former illegal combatants, its provisions of amnesty were not limited to those members, rather the accord established terms for extinguishing criminal responsibility regardless of the armed group.

On 18 December 1996, the Guatemalan Congress approved the National Reconciliation Law (LRN) based upon the Peace Accord; Articles 2 and 3 authorised amnesty for political crimes against the state committed during the internal armed conflict, and related common crimes.

33 Governmental Agreement 539-2013. Art. 3.1.
committed by insurgents. Article 5 of the law authorised the courts to grant amnesty to state actors for common crimes perpetrated during the armed conflict with the objective of preventing, impeding, pursuing or repressing the political and related common crimes committed by the insurgents.\(^{44}\) Equally, the guarantee applied to state actors for those actions that were ordered, carried out or not carried out in order to avoid a greater harm, as well as to those acts related to the peace negotiations, all of which were to be considered to be of a political nature.\(^{45}\) The LRN specifically excluded from amnesty those cases involving forced disappearances, torture or genocide.\(^{46}\) In terms of authors, the amnesty was open to those who covered up or served as accomplices to the crimes.\(^{47}\) With respect to the right to implementation of this amnesty provision, the CEH report emphasised that the authors of those crimes for whose commission liability was not extinguished by said law should be prosecuted, tried and punished.\(^{48}\)

The challenge of providing justice in cases committed by state agents has been one of the most intractable impediments to the implementation of the Peace Agreements and the consolidation of peace in the country. According to the CEH, the human rights violations caused by state repression were repeated, prolonged and continuous, and represented 93% of those registered by the CEH.\(^{49}\) Immediately after signing the Agreements, the Alliance against Impunity (headed up by Helen Mack, relative of Myrna Mack)\(^{50}\) and other individual victims appealed against the constitutionality of the LRN, in particular Articles 5 and 6. The claimants accused the LRN, among other charges, of violating the right of access to justice.\(^{51}\) The Constitutional Court denied the claimants’ demands, arguing that the amnesty had been granted with the aim of achieving a firm and lasting peace and did not apply to the crimes of genocide, torture, forced disappearance, imprescriptible crimes or crimes that had to be excluded from the scope of amnesty according to ‘international obligations’ assumed by the State.\(^{52}\) Since this Constitutional Court ruling debates regarding the implementation of the amnesty law in relation to serious human rights violations have consistently taken place in the context of specific cases. This has concentrated around the provision of an amnesty by an accused, who seeks in his application across distinct types of cases, and victims, who have consistently rejected the condition of amnesty.\(^{53}\) This interpretation implies that the LRN adheres to and encapsulates the international conventions ratified by the Guatemala state and implies grave human rights violations and crimes against humanity are excluded from the application of an amnesty.\(^{54}\)

Inappropriate appeal to and use of the amnesty provision has been recurrent. In 2017, in its report on Situation of Human Rights in Guatemala, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights indicated that ‘in relation to the cases arising from the internal armed conflict, (…) there is abusive use of amparo proceedings as a delaying strategy in some criminal proceedings, requests for amnesty and prescription, as delaying tactics to protect the accused.’\(^{55}\) The Inter-American Court of Human Rights and the Inter-American Commission have issued recurrent decisions regarding the prohibition of total/blanket amnesties for grave human rights violations and the use of amnesties and statutes of limitations as a mechanism of impunity.\(^{56}\) However, Guatemalan prosecutors and judges have often interpreted the amnesty provisions in the Peace Accords as signifying that Guatemala may abstain from complying with its international obligations, specifically to investigate, prosecute and sanction those accused of grave human rights violations, favouring the accused.\(^{57}\) For example, in the following-up to the implementation by Guatemala of the order to investigate, prosecute and punish given by the Court in 12 cases against Guatemala,\(^{58}\) the Court emphasised to the Guatemalan state its consolidated jurisprudence with respect to the ‘incompatibility with the Convention of applying amnesty laws, arguing prescription, criminal non-retroactivity, res judicata, nor the principle of non bis in idem or any similar exclusion of liability … in order to excuse its obligation to investigate serious human rights violations.’\(^{59}\)

The continued demand of amnesty provision by perpetrators and its approval by some judicial operators has continuously undermined confidence in the joint construction of mechanisms that allow for the satisfaction of victims’ rights. For example, in 1999, in the report published during his visit to Guatemala, the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers stated, ‘It has been alleged that in cases concerning human rights violations there is a strong suspicion, based on circumstantial evidence, of military involvement. In these cases, it was alleged that the influence of the military had further hindered the speedy, impartial administration of justice, and in some thwarted due administration of justice.’\(^{60}\) Ten years later, the same UN Special Procedure

---

\(^{44}\) National Reconciliation Law, Decree 345-96 of the Congress of the Republic.

\(^{45}\) Article 6.

\(^{46}\) Article 8.

\(^{47}\) Chapter V, para.47.

\(^{48}\) CEH. CAP IV. 82.

\(^{49}\) Myrna Mack was an anthropologist murdered by a military death squad in Guatemala because of her criticism of the government’s treatment of the indigenous Maya.

\(^{50}\) The Myrna Mack Foundation summarised its arguments against the LRN in a public document about the implementation of amnesties in Guatemala, which can be accessed at http://www.myrnamack.org.gt/images/stories/fmm/analisis/2012/Analisis_Amnistia.pdf Acceded 23 November 2019.

\(^{51}\) Ruling No. 9-97 and 20-97, 7 October 1997.

\(^{52}\) For instance, the cases of Chitay Nech, Bámaca Velásquez, Tiu Tójín, Manitza Urrutia, and Melina Theissen, among many others.


\(^{55}\) OEA/Ser.L/V/II. Doc. 208/17, 31 December 2017, para. 6.

\(^{56}\) IACHR urges Guatemala to continue making progress in fulfilling its international obligations and in the fight against impunity. Press release N° 56/14, 26 May 2014; Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Case of Barrios Altos v. Perú, Merits, 14 March 2001, para. 41; and Gomes Lund and Others (Guerrilha do Araguaia) v. Brasil. Admissibility, Merits; Reparations and Legal Costs, 24 November 2010, para. 147-182.


\(^{58}\) The 12 cases are: Blake; “White Panel” (Paniagua Morales et al.); “Niños de la Calle”; Bámaca Velásquez; Myrna Mack Chang; Manitza Urrutia; Malina Theissen; Massacre Plan de Sánchez; Carpio Nicole et al.; Tiu Tójín; Massacre of Dos Erres; and Chitay Nech et al.

\(^{59}\) Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Resolution of 24 November 2015. Supervisión Cumplimiento de Sentencia in 12 Guatemalan cases vs. Guatemala, para. 26, p.11.

\(^{60}\) E/CH/4/2000/61/Add.1, 6 January 2000, para. 34.
stated that the Court of Appeals of June 2006 in the “El Jute” case⁶¹ ‘declared the applicability of the National Reconciliation Law to a conduct that, according to national and international norms, is not amnestiable - especially enforced disappearance - because it considers it to be related to political crimes’⁶².

5. A Fleeting Moment of Hope?

In 2009 a brief period of hope commenced on the promise of meeting victims’ rights, principally due to international pressure and pressure from victim movements. The Attorney General’s Office, under the direction of human rights lawyer, activist and academic, Dr. Claudia Paz y Paz, began to support serious investigations into the gross human rights violations that had occurred during the armed conflict. Paz y Paz had been elected to office as a result of the pressure from the UN-sponsored International Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala (CICIG).⁶³ CICIG not only played a direct role in the election of the new Attorney General, but also, within a short period of time, contributed to strengthening the autonomy and investigative capacity of prosecutors and judges. CICIG significantly supported the High Impact Tribunals, created under the peace accord framework, and provided judges with special training and additional protection to investigate complex criminal cases. In general, the impact of CICIG was to embolden judges and prosecutors to take on Guatemala’s embedded culture of impunity, including for cases of human rights violations.⁶⁴

Within this context, human rights organisations increasingly promoted the investigation of multiple cases that initially focused on the violations perpetrated by foot soldiers and low-ranking military officers during the conflict.⁶⁵ The progress precipitated during Paz y Paz’s term as Attorney General began to have a significant impact during the presidency of former General Otto Pérez Molina (2012-2015), who had served as Director of Military Intelligence in the Ixil region during the Ríos Montt de facto government and was subsequently chief representative of the military during the negotiation of the Peace Accords. During the Pérez Molina administration, General Efraín Ríos Montt was found guilty of genocide and crimes against humanity in 2013, the military during the negotiation of the Peace Accords. During the Pérez Molina administration, General Efraín Ríos Montt was found guilty of genocide and crimes against humanity in 2013, the sentence was subsequently overturned.⁶⁶ However, the Montt case set a precedent within Guatemala, leading to the ‘Montt effect’: in short the case broke the wall of impunity and evidenced that state perpetrators could no longer expect impunity for their actions.⁶⁷ In the aftermath of the genocide case then, a series of key cases have been prosecuted. For example, in recent years, the Courts of Greater Risk have received relevant cases such as the Spanish Embassy, Sepur Zarco and Molina Theissen, and judges have found perpetrators guilty of various crimes and have also ordered reparation measures.⁶⁸

Pérez Molina was impeached due to corruption scandals and, in 2016, President Jimmy Morales (2016-2019) assumed office.⁶⁹ Under Morales, judicial processes against military officials accused of or involved in human rights violations during the armed conflict have been undermined. This has included the dismantling of the judicial structures that had been producing condemnatory sentences. In August 2016, President Morales banned the entry into the country of the President of the CICIG, which subsequently led to the dismantling of the office by September 2019.⁷⁰

In January 2019, the Guatemalan Congress approved Initiative 5377 aimed at modifying the National Reconciliation Law (LRN) and creating a blanket amnesty. The bill sought the release of those found guilty of human rights violations, and to suspend ongoing investigations of crimes against humanity committed during the armed conflict within 24 hours of its approval. During the process of submission and approval of the draft, international human rights bodies and non-governmental organizations urged the State to suspend the reform.⁷¹ In February 2019, victims and the Office of the Human Rights Procurator filed an appeal of unconstitutionality against the bill, alleging that the reforms sought to grant amnesty to war criminals.⁷² On 12 March 2019, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights ordered the State of Guatemala to halt discussion of bill 5377 and immediately file it.⁷³ A few months later, in July 2019, the Constitutional Court granted a provisional amparo to protect the rights of the plaintiffs, pending a final decision on the adoption of a law to modify the LRN.⁷⁴ By February 2020, the bill is active in the Congress with no progress.⁷⁵ Despite some hope over a decade ago to address victims’ rights, such confidence in

---

⁶¹ On October 19, 1981, eight people were disappeared from the village, El Jute under the orders of Mario Enrique Sánchez Samayoa, colonel of the Zacapa military zone, with the participation of other military commissioners.

⁶² A/HRC/11/41/Add.3, 1 October 2009, para.86.


⁶⁴ Kemp, 2014.

⁶⁵ Kemp, 2014.


⁷³ Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Case of Members of the Chichupac Village and neighbouring communities of the Municipality of Rabinal, Case of Molina Theissen and 12 other Guatemalan v. Guatemala, Provisional Measures and Compliance Supervision, Resolution of March 12, 2019.


the Guatemalan government has been eroded by those in power, which has in turn maintained a culture of impunity.

III. Debate on the lack of justice for the victims of the armed conflict: the tension between victims’ rights and amnesties

The implementation of the Peace Accords has provoked an intense debate in Guatemala regarding the application of amnesty. The controversy focuses on questions relating to the scope of the State’s duty to investigate, prosecute and punish, raising a series of key interrelated questions. First, what is the essential content of the duty to investigate and punish? In this regard, what is of utmost relevance for the research presented in this report is whether or not said duty signifies that all crimes committed during the armed conflict should be punished through a criminal process? Second, was the provision of amnesty the correct benefit to guarantee the termination of the armed conflict and satisfy the rights of victims? Amnesty for armed actors arguably permitted the completion of the peace negotiations and the achievement of a final Accord. Finally, given the limited impact of the provision of amnesty, would the reduction of penal sanctions for the atrocities committed, in exchange for confessions by perpetrators (of the truth) and their specific contribution to the comprehensive reparation of victims represent a more effective model for guaranteeing victims’ rights?

Guatemala’s international obligations to ensure an effective remedy to victims are rooted before the start of the conflict.75 However, while the obligation to comply with the duty to investigate, prosecute and punish is clear, the State also has an obligation to guarantee the cessation of the violations and to take measures to prevent recurrence.77 Nevertheless, the fulfilment of these obligations and punishment of all those responsible for all crimes committed faces serious practical and normative obstacles.


77 In this sense, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted and proclaimed the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law. Resolution 60/147 of 16 December 2005.

In the normative sphere, the universal and regional human rights systems have extensively debated amnesties and have insisted on the absolute prohibition of blanket amnesties,78 as a reaction to the self-amnesties and the general and unconditional amnesties in forgiveness and forgetfulness laws that proliferated in Latin America in the 1970s and 1980s.79 In the last decades, states have adopted transitional justice mechanisms when facing the necessity to balance justice and peace in post-conflict transition scenarios and to support the re-establishment of fragile democracy.80 As a result, the United Nations has adopted a comprehensive definition of transitional justice and its key components have been defined as ‘the full range of processes and mechanisms associated with a society’s attempt to come to terms with a legacy of large-scale past abuses, in order to ensure accountability, serve justice and achieve reconciliation.’72

In Colombia legal experimentation of transitional justice to balancing competing interests has been through the Justice and Peace Law of 2005, which created a legal framework and a special jurisdiction to try those who demobilized, primarily members of paramilitary groups, has demonstrated the difficulty of prosecuting all of them. By December 2005, out of a total of 35,000 demobilised paramilitaries, 4,981 were due to undergo the special judicial process, the remainder received the benefit of amnesty.82 Of the 4,981 people under investigation, 52% of them were transferred to the ordinary criminal system for different judicial reasons, for example, if the person did not meet the legal requirements.3 As of June 2017, only 50 final sentences have been issued, covering 205 ex-paramilitaries, 6,004 criminal facts and 28,055 victims.83 The Justice and Peace jurisdiction has not been able to provide a full justice response despite the enormous financial expenses, the technical and human efforts of the judicial operators and the victims’ demands. Further efforts remain underway in light of the 2016 peace agreement
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between the FARC and the Colombian government through the Special Jurisdiction for Peace, which aims to learn and overcome the shortcomings of the Justice and Peace process.85

Amnesty has been widely used as a tool for reaching peace agreements in conflict contexts to achieve a range of political goals.86 Simply taking them off the table in dealing with the past would miss an opportunity to provide incentives for perpetrators and other responsible actors to engage and take ownership of making good on the past. However there are limits to the extent of which amnesties can be used, in particular the increasing recognition of the prohibition of blanket self-amnesties and those that cover serious human rights violations, crimes against humanity and genocide under international law. Nevertheless conditional amnesties were not considered as a means to achieve some accountability in exchange for truth, acknowledgement and reparations for Guatemalan victims.

A. Relevant issues not discussed during the Guatemalan Peace Negotiations

Transitional justice cannot be considered as offering a single model of implementation, and its success often depends on the context and political will to effectively implement measures to deal with the past. Comparative experiences have shown how mechanisms can be developed to promote peace, with legal incentives for combatants, and at the same time to ensure that victims have satisfaction of their rights in a broad framework that involves their active and efficient, albeit imperfect, participation.27 Instead of total amnesties and self-amnesties established to erase the responsibility of combatants and disregard the rights of victims, other mechanisms may allow for a more appropriate weighting.28 In this way sentencing and early release incentives can be permissible where they facilitate benefits for victims, such as a reduction in prison sentences or the imposition of alternative sentences in exchange for confessions of the whole truth and contributing to reparation of the victims. These measures are acknowledged as legitimate mitigation factors in sentencing and release under the rules of the International Criminal Court.29 This approach reflects the state prosecutorial and punitive discretion, while at the same time permitting responsibility to be established for serious crimes committed, but encourages a path for perpetrators to contribute to wider public goods of the transition in meeting some of their victims’ rights. The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, in its document entitled instruments of the Rule of Law for Societies Emerging from Conflict (2009), recognised the admissibility of benefits of reduced sentences in exchange for full disclosure of the truth about the facts, provided that the sentence remains proportionate to the gravity of the crime.

Unlike blanket amnesties, the admissibility of certain forms of reduction of punishment even for the most egregious crimes, including partial amnesties, in exchange for effective contribution to victims’ rights, is a matter that merits debate beyond the parties of a peace negotiation. In this regard, any discussion about criminal benefits for perpetrators must involve victims and their organisations and include their active and effective participation in the decision-making processes set up to this end. Thus, important achievements for victims - such as the recovery of the bodies of disappeared persons, the establishment of the truth about atrocities, perpetrators, accomplices and beneficiaries, the delivery of illegally acquired goods - could be achieved. Practice has shown that the participation of victims produces better results in the agreements reached.30 In this regard, any discussion on the balance between lower levels of administration of justice and maximum satisfaction of victims’ rights to truth and reparation implies a good faith commitment by all parties to overcome the atrocities of the past and avoid their repetition at all costs. This may be strained with the passage of time and change in political priorities and governments.

By way of example in Northern Ireland, the Independent Commission for the Location of Victims’ Remains (ICLVR) was established by the British and Irish governments in 1999 to facilitate the recovery of those individual disappeared by Republicans during the conflict.31 The ‘Disappeared Commission’ worked in cooperation with those organisations responsible for the disappearances, with the legal protection of a ‘use immunity’ provision, in that any information provided to the Commission could not be used in a criminal or civil court against the person providing it. In other words, the purpose of the Commission concentrated on the single goal of determining the location of remains of those victims who were disappeared – broader goals of truth and acknowledgement were not built into the Commission. Indeed, these broader transitional justice objectives may have run contrary to the ‘quiet’ nature of its operation.32 While the work of the Commission and cooperation of those responsible for the disappearances resulted in the remains of the 13 of the 16 missing being recovered, it has been put under strain by prosecutions against senior republicans for high profile disappearances, such as Jean McConville, due to information from other sources.33 A broader truth recovery process through the Independent Commission for Information Retrieval has been proposed in Northern Ireland, with similar immunities for those coming before it and perhaps reduced sentences for those who are convicted under the complementary investigatory Historical Investigations Unit that is supposed to be enacted in 2020. Ultimately like the Colombian experience, these juridical experimentations can be fraught with political contestation over time and need to include effective victim participation.

89 Rules 145(2)(a)(1) and 223(c), ICC Rules of Procedure and Evidence.
91 The Northern Ireland (Location of Victims’ Remains) Act 1999 was passed by the British government, and the Criminal Justice (Location of Victims’ Remains) Act 1999 was passed by the Irish government.
Nonetheless, it demonstrates that providing a mitigated or alternative legal structure for those responsible can engender ownership in repairing the harm they have caused.

B. Reflections on the Guatemala case: Is the offenders’ contribution to the justice feasible in satisfying victims’ rights?

The Guatemala case suggests a series of important lessons from the perspective of the nexus between transitional justice and peacebuilding. Guatemala’s peace negotiations between successive governments and the URNG took place between 1987 and 1996, during which time the United Nations, through the UN Verification Mission in Guatemala (MINUGUA), formally supported the peace process (1994-1996) and monitored the implementation of the agreements (1997-2004) for a significant period of time. The Guatemalan case represented one of the first times that transitional justice mechanisms addressing truth, amnesty and reparations were incorporated, explicitly, as a package within an internationally sponsored peace process. However, the process was negotiated between two parties that enjoyed considerably different levels of leverage and were negotiating from very different perspectives. The URNG had been strategically defeated in the mid-1980s after the state-sponsored genocide against indigenous communities – its alleged social base. The guerrillas thus came to the negotiations from a weak military position, unlike the insurgents in El Salvador, and, in fact, had very little to lose. Consequently, the URNG was fortunate to put its name to what was, in the end, a set of highly favourable and ultimately progressive agreements, in particular with regard to the human rights, indigenous rights and identity and the transitional justice provisions that were incorporated within the final agreements. The inclusion of significantly important provisions relating to transitional justice came as a result not of the URNG’s progressive protagonism in this respect, nor of its capacity to impose said issues upon its intransigent and deeply conservative counterpart, which stood against anything beyond blanket amnesty for the military. Rather, these provisions came as a consequence of the pressure exerted by two key sectors - civil society and the international community.

In the case of civil society, the Civil Society Assembly (ASC) was mandated by the negotiating parties to send non-binding proposals for the substantive accords to the negotiating table and the UN. Whilst civil society demands were weighted more keenly towards penal justice, the scope of the CEH accord would arguably have been far weaker had it not been for the activism of civil society in this regard. Amnesty was the option favoured by the military and the political and economic elites that it represented, as well as by the guerrilla. However, victim organisations, pushed for wider provisions, including truth-telling and reparations. Similarly, the UN, OAS, donor countries and international non-governmental organisations pushed for the inclusion of said provisions as fundamental, particularly given the nature of the crimes perpetrated by the state during the armed conflict.

The military and the political and economic elites went along with the peace negotiations under the strict and, ultimately, correct assumption that, once the agreements were signed, international leverage would debilitating and Guatemala would be open for business. In this respect, the elites learned to walk the walk and talk the talk with the aim of guaranteeing a smooth transition to the rewards of investment that post-conflict would bring and the state’s reincorporation into the international community of states. At the same time, the military assumed that no meaningful investigations would take place into the genocide or other egregious crimes. In short, the military as an institution presumed it would retain its role as national arbiter and be able to secure impunity for the crimes that had been committed, a presumption that, in the end, proved to be only partially correct.

Without the pressure from both civil society and the international community, it is likely then that the peace agreements would have looked significantly different to those that were consecrated in the final accords, the last of which – the Accord for a Firm and Lasting Peace – was signed on 31 December 1996. Implementation of the agreements, overseen by MINUGUA, began under the government of President Alvaro Arzu. Significantly, once signed, government will wane considerably and the country gradually moved back, in part, to business as usual. Implementation of the agreements was extremely slow and partial, languishing amid increasing homicide, violence and spiralling exclusion at the end of the 1990s and beginning of the 2000s. The government failed consistently to implement the provisions of the accords, disregarding agreed timetables, and frustrating international observers and donors. Fiscal reform, in particular – the commitment to increase taxable income to 12 per cent – and the transformation of the military’s constitutional mandate to safeguard national security were slow, complex processes that met with foot-dragging from successive governments and direct opposition from the military, thus never fully achieving the commitments made by the negotiating parties.

As the implementation stage staggered onwards, both civil society and the international community – the parties most interested in securing the provisions of the agreements – lost leverage. From the late 1980s until the end of the 1990s, international actors – such as the Contadora Group, the Group of Friends, the UN, the Consultative Group, the OAS and the European Commission – played a significantly important role, wielding unprecedented pressure.
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against the Guatemalan state and government with respect to the consolidation of the peace agenda and the closure of the peace process. Their impact on the peace process, in terms of its sustainability and its content, cannot be overestimated. Moreover, the international community provided considerable political and financial support to civil society, strengthening its capacity to pressure the state.

Civil society platforms demanding truth, justice and reparations for past human rights violations, pressure for state reform with respect to the formulation of inclusive public policies and institutions, and advocacy for the development of progressive legislation were the consequence of the confluence of international and national civil society demands. The content of the peace agreements, including transitional justice mechanisms and rights provisions, and the subsequent passing of both related public policies and legislation, were specifically shaped by the coalition between civil society and international actors, supported as they were by those few politicians that were behind the process. However, and significantly, as international leverage began to diminish in the aftermath of the peace process, so progressive civil society actors became an isolated voice, pressuring, to little effect, domestic elites to push forward an agenda that they had no intention of implementing.

The international community played then a decisive role during the peace process and in the initial years of the post-agreement reconstruction phase, supporting domestic civil society actors to force debate around truth, justice and reparations, whilst also pressuring governments and financing state initiatives to address said issues. With the support of international actors and national civil society advocates, in the decade after the peace process, key truth and reparations provisions were attained. However, the results of the implementation of the reparation programme were extremely limited, as previously stated and, moreover, the measures have been progressively weakened under successive governments.

At the same time, a series of laws were adopted that related to a diverse range of social, political and legal questions that had represented a core aspect of the peace process, thus evidencing a degree of state level reform, in particular with respect to the justice sector. Laws on discrimination (gender, ethnic, racial, and religious) and a Decentralisation Law were passed in 2002. In the same year, the 2002 penal code made discrimination a crime, and high profile racial discrimination cases were subsequently prosecuted. At the same time, other legislation has been debated, including the Development Councils Law, the Domestic Workers Law, Sexual Harassment Law, the Law Governing Indigenous Peoples and Communities, the Linguistic Regionalisation Law, and the Law Concerning Racial Discrimination. However, when it has come to securing justice for human rights violations committed during the conflict, and, in particular, the genocide itself, extreme reticence has been evident, and violent opposition has often been exerted by the military and the political and economic elites.

In spite of a limited, yet significant progress, the most problematic question with regard to the achievement of the core transitional justice themes enshrined in the peace agreements pertains to justice for past crimes. In general, justice for past violence in Guatemala has been extremely scarce, with of course some key notable exceptions, such as the recent cases of Sepur Zarco, and the Molina Theissen case, as well as the landmark case of the massacres of Rio Negro. What is significantly important in the context of Guatemala, is that the possibility for ‘full justice’ was on the cards since the signing of the peace deal in 1996. Guatemala has set, at least on paper, important precedents with regards to the transitional justice framework and standards. In other words, the amnesty provisions in Guatemala pertained uniquely to political crimes, for either guerrilla or state actors. Moreover, and significantly, no aspect of the agreement permitted armed actors to negotiate a reduced sentence for their crimes through the conferral of reparations and truth about violations, as has been the case recently in Colombia through the Victims’ Agreement of the Peace Agreement, signed between President Santos’ government and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia in 2016. In the case of Guatemala, it is important to ask whether, had such provisions in fact been included within the peace agreements, more concrete progress could have been achieved with respect to accountability for grave human rights violations. The Guatemalan state has denied carrying out any wrongdoing during the armed conflict and has vehemently and, when necessary, violently opposed accountability mechanisms. Racism against indigenous Guatemalans has embedded this perspective still further; the victims were only ‘Indians’ and hardly human, from the military’s perspective. The murder of Bishop Gerardi and the overturning of the Rios Montt genocide conviction demonstrated the ongoing belief that accountability would be unlikely to happen against members of the military.

The Guatemalan state has carried out a systematic repudiation of the reformist agenda incorporated into the peace agreements. When necessary, the accused have consistently filed for amnesty for crimes such as genocide and crimes against humanity — crimes explicitly excluded from the country’s amnesty provisions. There has been no formal apology to the victims of the armed conflict or the genocide, who are often treated with contempt. The zero-sum game of the military and the political and economic elites has been replicated by human rights movements. In other words, and for good reason, victims continue to demand justice and there

---
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may be little likelihood that they would be amenable to the suggestion that perpetrators should enjoy a reduction in sentence if they were willing to provide some degree of information (truth) relating to crimes of the past, such as forced disappearance, homicide, extra-judicial execution, and so on. Victims have received almost no redress for their demands to the state; the military and police institutions have remained impervious to both victims’ demands for justice and, on the whole, to pressure from the international community in this regard. Total intransigence on the part of the state has meant that victims have had little, if no reason to modify their perspectives relating to demands and rights. Moreover, the military itself has acted uniformly, signifying that there have been very few cases of individuals’ breaking ranks to inform on the military, with the well-known exception perhaps of the two special forces (Kaibiles) officials who testified in the Plan de Sánchez case. Threats of violence and the strong sense of hierarchy and cohesion within the Guatemalan military have signified that public dissent by former or acting officials has been rare. In this context, it is important to consider the impact on victims in suggesting to make concessions with respect to a reduction in sentences, when there has been no political will on the part of the state to satisfy their rights. Consequently, it is likely that victims and human rights movements would resist calls for such concessions: trust between themselves and the state remains extremely low, whilst at the same time they continue to receive threats and intimidation for their activism.

C. Reduction of sanctions for perpetrators in the ordinary criminal law framework

Despite significant progress in the peace agreements with respect to the normative dimensions of transitional justice and implementation of a range of mechanisms, the Guatemalan state continues to flout its obligations to provide victims with the satisfaction of their rights to justice, truth and reparations. Perpetrators are getting older and many of them are now dying in impunity, without contributing to the guarantee of justice, truth and reparations for the atrocities of the past, in particular with respect to crimes such as forced disappearance. Thousands of people have sought their relatives without a response. The lack of good faith on behalf of the state and political will of the government and military to deal with the past may mean that the victim movements may resist negotiations around penal sanctions.

In a scenario of good faith and legitimate interest with respect to repairing the damage to victims’ rights, it is still not late to generate a broad debate with social organisations and the government. Conditional amnesties or other incentives for perpetrators, could be used to procure information and other remedies for victims, such as the location of the disappeared, dignification of victims’ suffering or acknowledgements of wrongdoing by those responsible. A public debate and engagement on an alternative approach to dealing with the past could provide the basis of such a framework. The Belfast Guidelines on Amnesty and Accountability have studied the relevance of balancing states’ multiple obligations and objectives in protecting human rights in light of the use of conditional amnesties to contribute to accountability. In this regard, Guidelines 2 and 5 indicate that although amnesties are designed to restrict prosecutions, limited amnesties can complement selective prosecution strategies. Moreover, conditional amnesties do not necessarily block the operation of non-prosecutorial accountability mechanisms, and the granting of individual amnesty can be conditioned on participation in accountability processes. However, currently in Guatemala these conditions do not exist. The Guatemalan government continues to pursue the policy of a blanket amnesty for all crimes committed in the past, and victims and their organisations do not trust that this discussion would be any different to what it was more than twenty years ago, and thus continue to seek maximalist justice and prison sanctions. Perspectives remain zero sum, and mistrust remains. This speaks to the failure of Guatemala to achieve broader goals of transitional justice in building social trust in state institution and a culture of human rights for all.
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For a feasible and immediate response, the judicial system would have to take the initiative and implement specific measures aimed at changing the course of the rulings. In cases of serious human rights violations and crimes against humanity there exists no specific criteria under international law with respect to the degree to which sentences can be reduced by judges at the sentencing stage. Human rights treaties themselves employ terms such as proportional, adequate, and appropriate, leaving states some margin of appreciation to achieving in sentencing for such violations and crimes. The conventions that enshrine the obligation to punish do not strictly specify the imposition of a specific sanction. In this sense, Seils finds that ‘neither international human rights treaties nor international human rights jurisprudence establish specific penalties for serious human rights violations. International treaties and other instruments establishing tribunals, like the Rome Statute, provide sentencing provisions, but do not bind states in respect of national proceedings.’ Umprimny et al. have stated that international and regional courts have ‘unambiguously understood that punishment should not be illusory and that criminal conduct requires a criminal penalty.’ The Belfast Guidelines on Amnesty and Accountability have indicated that conditional amnesty processes can distinguish between different categories of offenders or crimes, the legal effects of the amnesty may differ between categories of beneficiaries. Offences that are more serious...
may receive only sentence reductions under the law, while less serious offences may obtain full amnesty. Such a tiered approach can provide an element of proportionality in the legal consequences for different categories of offenders and may thus increase an amnesty’s legitimacy or legality.120

An innovative and exploratory proposal to implement measures of effective reduction of sanctions in exchange for effective contribution to victims’ rights in the framework of the domestic Guatemalan criminal law could be timely and effective. In the absence of an open debate for the adoption of a transitional justice system, and specific measures of a conditional amnesty as an accountability contribution, Guatemalan judicial actors would be able to act under Article 2 of the Guatemalan Constitution: ‘it is the duty of the State to guarantee the inhabitants of the Republic life, freedom, justice, security, peace and integral development of the person,’ and apply the internal criminal law of legal benefits for effective contribution to justice. Reducing prison sentences is not unknown in Guatemala. Indeed, the criminal code includes that possibility, and in particular in 2006 the Guatemalan Congress approved the Law against Organised Criminal Groups.121 This Law established an integral procedure of investigation and particular rules for negotiation between the judicial apparatus and the accused for effective collaboration in criminal investigation. As a consequence of the agreement, the accused may receive reduced sanctions in the case where three or more organised people commit crimes as drug trafficking, money laundering, terrorism, and homicide and kidnapping among others.122

As long as there is no juridical obstacle, and such a reduction is not prohibited for other violations, such as crimes against humanity and genocide, then having this analysis in practical cases, either ex-officio or as a result of victims’ demands, judges could mitigate the sentences of cooperative perpetrators. Judges could order a contribution to the right to the truth and reparation, and impose sanctions according to the dimension and effectiveness of their contribution to victims’ rights. For example, in those cases in which the recovery of the remains of those killed or disappeared during the armed conflict is part of reparation measures due to victims, the judge could impose a reduced sanction if perpetrators made an effective contribution in terms of information that led to the recovery of remains. Alternatively similar mitigation could be made for sincere and effective apologies, contribution of a proportion of a state pension, statement of dignification of the victims’ suffering and/or an accurate full account of the violations by convicted individuals.123

Guatemalan Criminal Law does not prohibit the reduction of sanctions in the cases of forced disappearances or extrajudicial executions, therefore no legal barrier exists for judges in these cases.124 In the consultations made to Guatemalan lawyers for this proposal, they coincided that some judges interpret the transactional law for effective collaboration with justice only for criminal organisations related to corruption cases.125 However, they also emphasised that any requirement for the application of the benefits of that mentioned Decree is a legal obstacle in applying to those cases relating to the violations of the armed conflict. On the contrary, interviewees argued that it would be an opportunity to understand the impact of transactional law in promoting and guaranteeing victims’ rights. Therefore, within the framework of transactional law for effective contribution to justice, judges, as directors of the trial stage of the criminal process, would have the capacity to define legal benefits and a proportional reduction in the final sanctions against the accused.

Guatemala’s domestic judicial apparatus is not limited by international law when deciding on the possible reduction of sentences for perpetrators as far as they contribute to the reparation of victims and the fulfilment of their rights. Moreover, there are internal legal tools in Guatemalan criminal law that are aimed at seeking progress in the guarantee of victims’ rights. This approach would require at least three important conditions: i. the independence of the judicial system should be guaranteed; ii. the accused must understand the relevance of their testimony and receive a tangible incentive for participating in truth recovery or reparation measures; and iii. the contribution might be of such magnitude that the reduction of the sanction would represent the appropriate response from the justice system. Those Guatemalan lawyers that were consulted with respect to this proposal were emphatic in the continued lack of acceptance of criminal responsibility in cases of grave human rights violations, in terms of ongoing governmental, military and state support to the accused, as representing recurrent obstacles to obtaining collaboration in criminal procedures.126 However, this proposal needs to identify and track down the concrete beneficiaries facing decades of criminal prosecutions who would potentially like to achieve a final decision in their cases.127 The permanent interest from their supporters in promoting blanket amnesties may suggest that some of the offenders would be interested in considering an alternative and effective mechanism to put an end to these prosecutions. Moreover, perhaps it would be important to identify a conciliatory narrative through which to approach said perpetrators. In short, it may be expedient to emphasise to indicted persons that they would be making a significant step towards closing Guatemala’s darkest historical period, by providing truth and reparation for victims, whilst also benefitting from a meaningful reduction in their sentence. The practical implementation of this proposal requires further research and dialogue with local actors, particularly given the current context favouring impunity in Guatemala.

IV. Conclusions

This report has sought to understand the path of transitional justice in the aftermath of Guatemala’s internal armed conflict and genocide. The country’s conflict came to an end through...
a protracted, internationally monitored peace process which, in itself, established a series of key transitional justice mechanisms aimed at guaranteeing the rights of victims, including with respect to justice, truth and reparation. Given the intransigence of the country’s military toward making any concrete concessions with respect to victims’ rights, the provisions consecrating transitional justice mechanisms were, in the words of a Guatemalan human rights lawyer, “apparently full justice shored up by a robust clean amnesty.” On paper, Guatemala faced and sought accountability for its dark past by offering a full amnesty for political crimes, but not international crimes, whilst also approving a solid truth commission and reparations programme, amongst other transitional justice mechanisms. However, there was no deal agreed in terms of criminal benefits for perpetrators because the military refused to accept any responsibility for the crimes committed and thus any possibility of accountability for them.

The path towards the guarantee of victims’ rights did not go smoothly; the so-called full justice provisions ultimately derided the victims. The Guatemala case explicitly evidences how apparent full justice provisions may bring with them severe challenges for the satisfaction of victims’ rights. Firstly, the lack of progress with respect to a broad range of the provisions of the peace agreements meant that no significant transformation took place in political and economic terms. On the contrary, the political and economic elites, as well as the military, have maintained a stranglehold on the country. The judiciary and legal system more broadly speaking remains held hostage to clientelist networks and political interests, and are steeped in corruption.

Despite key changes brought about by the CICIG, impunity has remained excessively high; CICIG’s exit from the country does not bode well. In this context, the military has refused to accept responsibility for violations, whilst also rejecting any possible concessions that would lead towards meaningful conciliation and justice and truth for its victims. With the exit of CICIG from the country, human rights advocates have lost a key ally in the struggle against impunity. Moreover, with the assumption of Alejandro Giammattei to the presidency in January 2020, concerns have been once more expressed by the national human rights community with respect to justice, truth and reparation. Given the intransigence of the country’s military toward the possibility of an escalation in attacks against human rights defenders and the overturning of hard-won gains against corruption and impunity. President Giammattei is alleged to have ties with the Illegal Clandestine Security Apparatuses that precipitated the establishment of the so-called Cofradía, a group of elite military intelligence officials allegedly involved in organised crime, as well as being a close ally of former military officers accused of human rights violations. Within this context, of course, even mechanisms that would have the effect of reducing potential sentences of convicted military perpetrators may be unlikely to gain much traction, given that the government once again represents a staunch ally for the military.

In this context lawyers and judges favouring the military accused of gross violations of human rights have strategically employed appeals to the amnesty provisions to prevent accountability for egregious violations, even if it has been abundantly clear that the crimes for which they were appealing amnesty were not amnestiable. Even in spite of said malicious litigation practices, there have been key advances with respect to specific legal cases, such as the Molina Theissen case, amongst others, principally due to the courage of victims – and in some cases judges – and the capacity of human rights lawyers.

No movement from the state or successive governments towards accepting accountability/responsibility for crimes, and justifiable maximalist demands from victims and the human rights movements for justice. In such a context of zero-sum perspectives the cogs of the wheels of transitional justice have come to a halt. As a consequence, and following on from contexts elsewhere, this report has suggested a distinct strategy – novel and innovative for the context of Guatemala – through which to address the severe restriction on the guarantee of victims’ rights to truth, justice and reparation in the context of Guatemala’s post-genocide, post-conflict scenario. Drawing upon conversations with legal scholars and lawyers and human rights activists in Guatemala and elsewhere, the report has proposed an approach that would seek to employ domestic criminal law to offer reductions of sentences for perpetrators in exchange for providing an effective contribution to the satisfaction of victims’ rights, for example with respect to the recovery of remains of disappeared persons, which are key forms of reparation for victims of these crimes. We believe this approach to be potentially significant in terms of its innovative nature, although remain cautious as to its possible impact given both the ongoing intransigence of the Guatemalan military, government and elites, and the perspectives of victims and their organisations in a context in which the military and state have systematically rejected accountability and met victims’ demands with a wall of denial. Significantly, we would propose that any such approach be levied carefully with victims and their organisations; victims’ rights must not be sacrificed yet again in Guatemala.
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Questionnaire

1. According to your experience, what is the level of satisfaction of victims’ rights since the signing of the peace agreements in 1996?

2. What has been the response of the State to victims’ reparation in legal cases?

3. What has been the response of the State to perpetrators’ demands in terms of amnesty requests in legal cases?

4. What has been the perspective of victims with respect to their claims in the current legal process?

5. Do you think victims and survivors could consider the possibility for new strategic mechanisms through which to guarantee their demands in the framework of their individual criminal processes?

6. We are analysing the possibility of the development of measures of effective reduction of penal sanctions for perpetrators in exchange for their effective contribution to victims’ rights within the framework of current domestic Guatemalan criminal law. Do you think it could be supported and implemented by prosecutors and lawyers? Accepted by victims and perpetrators?
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